
Cryptic 2022-10 Darren Miller 

Online fillable version here: https://dkmiller71.github.io/DarrensPuzzles/puzzles/xword/Cryptic202210. 

Across: 

1 Photographer from California takes a right around 

Maine (6) 

4 Not even plant life on a table top is so easygoing (7) 

9 Say, uh, so she devoured a colleague? (9) 

10 A very soft rind from little fruit (5) 

11 Expert is half-kilted aboard toboggan (7) 

12 Sid upset with brown shirt? Far out! (7) 

13 Relative abundance under new tribal leaders (4) 

14 I quit iconic scene about morality (10) 

17 Portly deer exploded, according to rumor (10) 

19 The wealthy occupy historic homes (4) 

22 Graceful elephant carries Greek leader instead of 

heartless pharaoh (7) 

24 Wild lion ate part of foot (7) 

26 Marble tiles hold back the best (5) 

27 Magical coins come from producing and consuming 

goods and services (9) 

28 Arts venue to restraighten missing rings 

somehow (7) 

29 Space rock is more thought-provoking to the 

audience (6) 

Down: 

1 Disturbance from horrific screech: opera to its 

followers (5) 

2 Simon is flying on a quest (7) 

3 Remember to have defects returned (6) 

4 Ask for some simple advice (5) 

5 Send back Tim’s art featuring knight (8) 

6 Clarify plan I developed to follow former spouse (7) 

7 Tweet hint awkwardly? That’s so last century! (9) 

8 Dashing husband and a few others (8) 

13 Consensus on spoiled green meat (9) 

15 Answer to unfinished lute I hid in the near future (8) 

16 The best rage test? Working out! (8) 

18 “Careful!” Spooner said. “Look at cost” (7) 

20 Believe that I am a spirit on ecstasy (7) 

21 Evolve into an insect swallowing commander (6) 

23 Even Utah seniors have what belongs to them (5) 

25 Not the first lover to have a change of heart (5) 
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